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The Current COVID-19 Pandemic and the Demonstrated Need 
for Inhaled Therapies
The COVID-19 pandemic has taken business as usual and 
changed it completely. We have seen innumerable cases of 
companies shifting manufacturing capabilities to produce 
much-needed supplies, diagnostic laboratories expanding 

Proveris Laboratories offers unmatched 
OINDP (orally inhaled and nasal drug 
product) expertise to pharmaceutical 
developers, including contract services 
using new innovative techniques that 
accelerate development projects, allowing 
faster and more efficient product approvals. 
Generic and innovator drug developers 
benefit from the data generated using 
these novel techniques to help guide 
key decisions early on regarding device 
selection, formulation development, in 
vitro bioequivalence, and in vitro in vivo 
correlation (IVIVC). 

PROVERIS LABORATORIES: YOUR TRUSTED 
PARTNER IN OINDP DEVELOPMENT
In vitro technologies and tools accelerate products to market

infrastructure to support the continued growth of testing, as well 
as pharmaceutical companies and publicly-funded research 
teams pivoting to focus on potential therapy and vaccine 
programmes to combat this virus. Many efforts are underway 
to explore repurposing existing drugs as well as combination 
therapies to control symptoms and save as many lives as possible. 
Through collaboration with government regulatory agencies, we 
have seen expedited approvals and a willingness to put patient 
needs first over the typical lengthy approval pathways.

Due to the need to treat the acute respiratory symptoms 
caused by the SARS-CoV-2 virus, ever more companies are 
exploring delivery methods to target the respiratory system, 
thereby ensuring high pulmonary drug concentration levels, as 
opposed to the typical systemic delivery approaches. In general, 
the goal of a drug delivered through an inhalation-based delivery 
method for local treatment is to reduce pulmonary symptoms, 
for example, through the alleviation and/or prevention of airway 
inflammation and constriction1. 

International Society for Aerosols in Medicine (ISAM) Committee 
Urgent Appeal
In a recent letter to the editor of the Journal of Aerosol Medicine 
and Pulmonary Drug Delivery, written by a committee 
representing the International Society for Aerosols in Medicine 
(ISAM), the group implores that the community focus on 
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inhalation-based therapies in order to best treat the symptoms 
resulting from SARS-CoV-2 infection2. The authors make reference 
to numerous success stories, including inhaled therapies used 
to treat the influenza and respiratory syncytial viruses, as well as 
chronic conditions such as asthma, COPD, and cystic fibrosis. In 
addition, they cite examples of using the inhaled delivery method 
for vaccines, including an inhaled measles vaccine currently 
available in Mexico. It is important to note that especially with 
repurposed drug candidates, the safety profile is already well 
known and regulatory agencies will take into account the fact that 
with a more direct delivery method such as inhalation, smaller 
doses are required to achieve concentrations necessary for clinical 
benefit than with traditional systemic delivery methods. This 
means that already-documented side-effects can be controlled 
using inhaled delivery methods.

Inhaled and Nasal Drug Development Projects for COVID-19 
Treatment
On the subject of vaccines, research has shown that there are 
many benefits of choosing nasal delivery3. For example, nasal 

Nasal vaccinations are beneficial given the ease of administration and their 
minimally invasive nature.

Nasal vaccinations are beneficial given the ease of administration and their minimally invasive nature.

vaccination induces both mucosal (protection at site of infection) 
and systemic immunity. It can also offer mucosal protection at 
sites other than the area of administration including the lungs. In 
a pandemic such as COVID-19, nasal vaccinations are beneficial 
given the ease of administration and the minimally invasive 
nature, allowing for fewer barriers to widespread vaccination.
 Much attention recently has been given to the potential of 
Remdesivir, a broad-spectrum antiviral medication developed 
by Gilead Pharmaceuticals. In July, Gilead reported data from 
a Phase III clinical trial showing the injectable version of the 
drug to be associated with a 62% decrease in risk of mortality 
for patients with severe infections as compared to the standard 
of care. Gilead, however, decided to take things a step further 
and started a Phase Ib trial of an inhaled formulation of the 
drug in mid-July. “Delivering Remdesivir directly to the primary 
site of infection with a nebulised, inhaled solution may enable 
more targeted and accessible administration in non-hospitalised 
patients and potentially lower systemic exposure to the drug,” 
stated Gilead’s Chief Medical Officer, Merdad Parsey4. 

Finally, in late July it was reported that preliminary results from 
a trial conducted by Tom Wilkinson, Professor of Respiratory 
Medicine in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of 
Southampton (UK), using an inhaled drug SNG001 developed 
by Southampton-based biotech, Synairgen, showed promise 
in treating COVID-195. Although the trial was relatively small 
( just over 100 volunteers who were admitted to nine different 
UK hospitals with COVID-19 infections), the results showed a 
79% decrease in the odds of patients developing severe disease 
requiring ventilation. Earlier this December, SNG001 was officially 
given fast track status by the US FDA, bringing it that much closer 
to approval. The drug SNG001 is a protein interferon beta which, 
targeted at the lungs, is assumed to generate a large immune 
response in patients to combat the virus. 

These few examples show the direction of current thinking 
in the fight against the Coronavirus. It is important to stress that 
development of an inhaled therapy or combination drug product 
is no easy task. There exists a complicated set of factors related 
to areas such as the formulation, the delivery device, and patient 
usage. Any of these can greatly affect the performance of any 
orally inhaled or nasal drug product (OINDP). In the remainder 
of this article, we will address how Proveris’s expertise in the 
field of OINDPs and our vast service offerings can help those 
choosing to use these delivery methods, by expediting their 
programmes and providing insight early on to direct key 
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The patented Proveris By Design process is a launch point in identifying the 
human usage performance.

SprayVIEW Measurement System and Vereo Automated Actuators

decisions on device design, formulation development, and in 
vitro in vivo correlation.

How Proveris Laboratories can help Accelerate Development 
Projects
Proveris scientists can help you unlock the complex relationships 
between formulation, device, and human usage – knowledge 
that is essential for timely and effective OINDP development 
and commercialisation. Working closely with your team, we can 
provide rapid insight into critical spray and aerosol parameters 
and provide expert consultation on the regulatory and operational 
nuances of orally inhaled and nasal drug products.

Companies working on new product innovations, generic 
drug development, and manufacturers of commercially released 
products look to us for assistance evaluating the variables that 
impact product success. Our GLP/cGMP-compliant laboratory 
can assist you in your drug development projects and provide 
submission-ready data and reports to advance you toward 
approval.

Proveris By DesignTM Process: Tried and True Approach to 
Developing Nasal Sprays and Orally Inhaled Products
Our unique, patented Proveris By Design process is a launch 
point in identifying the human usage performance of an OINDP 
according to current FDA and ICH guidelines for in vitro testing. 
It began with the reference to the quality by design (QbD) 
approach, first endorsed by the United States Food and Drug 
Administration (USFDA) in a report titled, "Pharmaceutical Quality 

for the 21st Century: A Risk-Based Approach"6. The approach was 
characterised by a focus on science and quality risk management. 
Today, many companies employ this approach in R&D to save 
time and money during product development and preparation 
of regulatory submissions. The results show an overall reduction 
in approval timeline and minimised queries from regulatory 
agencies, such as the USFDA. Moreover, the insight gained into 
product performance can be used long after product approval to 
investigate and resolve any out-of-specification (OOS) or out-of-
trend (OOT) disruptions to manufacturing.

Repeatable, Reproducible, and Robust Methods Ensure a 
Smoother Product Development Process
As for any pharmaceutical product, it is important to perform in 
vitro tests with repeatable, reproducible, and robust methods 
for a smoother product development process. However, unlike 
other dosage forms (tablet or capsules), combination products 
are affected not only by the formulation, but also by the delivery 
system (device) and patient usage. Variations in analyst technique 
have long been a source of errors in accurately evaluating product 
performance. For OINDPs, actuation of the product by hand 
can contribute to variation in data. Due to this, for decades, 
automated actuation based on human-realistic usage has 
been recommended for OINDP testing. The purpose of this is 
to eliminate the variability of human usage and translate the 
complicated biomechanics of patient actuation into a controllable 
mechanism through multiple key parameters. Proveris Scientific’s 
Vereo® Automated Actuators allow control for up to six critical 
actuation parameters for nasal sprays and pMDIs and four 
additional parameters related to shaking for pMDI devices. To 
ensure data integrity and accuracy, it is crucial that identical 
actuation mechanism is implemented across all the in vitro 
testing, including fire-down during through life tests. 

Assessing the Performance of Inhaled and Nasal Drug 
Products
Several critical quality attributes have been identified to assess the 
performance of nasal sprays and pMDI products, including shot 
weight, spray pattern (SP), plume geometry (PG), and droplet size 
distribution (DSD). It has been reported that for most nasal sprays, 
the stroke length is a major influencing factor for shot weight, and 
that the velocity/acceleration drives spray performance (including 
spray pattern, plume geometry, and droplet size distributions)7. 
For pMDI products, the use of suspension formulations adds 
additional complexity to analytical testing and requires adequate 
shaking and minimum shake-to-fire delay in order to maintain 
the uniformity of the delivered dose8. Other important influencing 
factors on pMDI performance include force to actuate and hold 
time to ensure that the metering valve is open long enough to 
deliver a complete dose.
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Performance sensitivity mapping with example discriminatory factors and outputs

Studies Offered by Proveris Laboratories
Proveris Laboratories can work with you to plan a customised study to meet your project’s individual needs. Below is a list of some 
of our core capabilities and device types we have worked with:
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Plume front velocity (PFV) analysis of two inhaler types

Emitted aerosol spray velocity profiles and evaporation rate

In Vitro Analytical Tools Help Predict Clinical Effects
In 2012, the USFDA started the Generic Drug User Fee Amendments 
(GDUFA) programme, aimed at expediting the delivery of safe 
and effective generic drugs to the public and improving upon 
the predictability of the review process9. Numerous product-
specific guidance documents have been released for OINDPs. 
In May 2019, the FDA released a product-specific guidance for 
beclomethasone dipropionate10 that introduced approaches using 
new, alternative in vitro characterisation studies that are more 
representative and/or predictive of the clinical effect at the local 
sites of action in the human respiratory tract. Characterisation of 
the emitted aerosol spray velocity profiles and evaporation rate 
were proposed as alternative tools for use in comparative clinical 
endpoint bioequivalence (BE) studies. Also, it was encouraged to 
apply human-realistic mouth/throat models as well as breathing 
profiles to existing in vitro testing.

In response, Proveris Laboratories has developed a method 
to measure plume front velocity based on the well-established 
Proveris SprayVIEW® technique (which produces calibrated, 
time-synchronised image sequences of the entire aerosol plume 
and duration)11. The study shows a straightforward data analysis 
method based on the current PG measurements to generate a 
plot of distance travelled by the aerosol plume front versus time, 
thereby calculating the velocity. This method has the sensitivity 
to distinguish plume front velocity differences between different 
types of products, propellants, and formulations.

Moreover, an evaporation fraction approach was also 
developed based on the SprayVIEW technique (published in the 

RDD 2020 conference proceedings). This method integrates the 
dynamic SP data and correlates the cumulative image intensity 
results with the drug product mass (formulation + propellant). 
The technique then allows for a comparison of the drug product 
mass loss to the baseline to demonstrate the percentage loss 
of mass due to evaporation (evaporation fraction) at various 
distances from the mouthpiece edge.

In addition, Proveris has developed a novel platform called 
INVIDA™ (in vitro inhaled drug analysis) with emphasis on 
quantifying the regional deposition of aerosol drug products 
within different regions of the human respiratory tract. The 
deposition of drug in the deep lung drives bioavailability and 
in vivo performance of inhaled therapies. Many computational 
fluid dynamic (CFD) models of the respiratory system show that 
achieving the desired regional deposition in the deep lung is more 
complicated than just the aerodynamic particle size distribution. 

The INVIDA platform includes a specially designed model of 
the upper respiratory tract which can be easily disassembled, and 
individual areas assayed separately. The components are designed 
to mimic human respiratory physiology (mouth/throat, trachea, 
carina – left/right lung imbalance, lower lung) as shown below, 
and the filter designed for drug capture is inserted following a 
tracheobronchial and carina model to measure the amount of 
drug that reaches the lung. A breathing simulator is connected to 
the apparatus to simulate realistic breathing profiles (inhalation, 
hold, exhalation). This enables applying various breathing profiles 
that represent different demographics and disease states. It 
can be programmed with device resistance to replicate specific 
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Schematic of Proveris’s INVIDA Platform

devices as some devices can be more difficult to breathe through 
than others. For breath actuated inhalers (DPI, breath actuated 
pMDI, and SMI), the minimum airflow to actuate the device can be 
obtained. In addition to inhalation, hold and exhalation parameters 
are available to study the effect of the full breathing cycle on the 
drug delivery and efficiency. Further, a temperature and humidity 
chamber can be attached to the airstream in order to replicate the 
human respiratory environment; and the inner surfaces of the 
airway models are coated with appropriate coating solutions to 
mimic the viscosity of the mucus. The API concentration can be 
analysed in the four major respiratory sections to understand the 
deposition across different regions. Finally, the mass balance of 
all the regions provides the total delivered dose from the device.

The performance of OINDPs is affected by a combination of 
formulation, device, and patient usage. Employing alternative in 
vitro approaches that are human-realistic can enable companies 
to make data-driven decisions and expedite product development 
and approval while saving time and resources. Proveris’s INVIDA 
platform, along with novel techniques for characterising plume 
front velocity and evaporation fraction is built to help minimise 
the gap between in vitro and in vivo performance to predict true 
product performance and ultimately reach product approval. 

The severity of respiratory symptoms that can result from 
infection by the SARS CoV-2 virus make it a logical decision 
to pursue therapies based on an inhaled delivery method. 
In addition, empirical data on the effectiveness and ease of 
administration of intranasal vaccines show a clear advantage to 
that delivery route. Proveris Laboratories is proud to partner with 
companies working on the front lines to develop therapies and 
vaccines to combat this disease and hopefully bring the world 
back to a sense of normalcy.
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NOW FEATURING  

cGMP COMPLIANT LABORATORY

YOUR PARTNER…

FROM DEVELOPMENT 
TO COMMERCIALIZATION

Scientific expertise and testing strategies for innovator and generic OINDPs

• Human Usage Studies

• Device Selection

• Formulation Screening

Alternative BE Studies

• Regional Drug Deposition

• Plume Velocity

• Evaporation Fraction

• In Vitro Testing

• Drug Product Characterization Studies

• Priming/Repriming 

• Temperature Cycling

• Device Robustness

• Stability Studies

• Batch Release Testing

• Long-term Stability Testing

• Root Cause Analysis

• OOS/OOT Investigation
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